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According to the host, Belvedere Art Space, the show is its third collective exhibition.
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The current interest in art from Nigeria by a Beirut-based gallery, perhaps, took its
energy from the steam that African artists have been creating at Art Dubai, every year.

All the exhibiting artists of the Beirut show belong in the contemporary Nigerian period,
but each represents the diversity of the country’s postmodern art.
At individual level, each of the artists, in the past, had shown outside Nigeria, but the
Beirut group exhibition is their first in Lebanon. As the show was still on, the artists
returned to Nigeria and shared their Beirut experience.

Based in Cologne, Germany, Kwubiri is an artist whose painting of mostly large
canvases in grainy or pointllism technique, continues to thrill aficionados, so explain his
works for the show viewed via soft copies.
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The gallery noted how Asidere’s canvas emits commentary on “human drama” within
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Asidere’s expression, the host said, blossons “through headless or limbless figures 
and faces of strangely hybrid beings to densely populated urban landscapes, 
accentuated with thick strokes of vivid color, simplicity of form and expressive lines.”
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Asidere’s expression, the host said, blossons “through headless or limbless figures and
faces of strangely hybrid beings to densely populated urban landscapes, accentuated
with thick strokes of vivid color, simplicity of form and expressive lines.”

The Beirut show boosted Chukwuma’s international profile, particularly in 2019. Earlier
this year, a U.K.-based gallerist, Kristin Hjellegjerde and Gallery 1957, in Accra, Ghana
had shown his works in the artist’s first solo there. His works also featured in
KUBATANA, a show of 33 African artists from May 4 to September 22, 2019 at
VestfossenMusuem, Norway.

Chukwuma, an artist with growing experience in non-regular materials, noted that the
group show in Beirut “was a well organised and attended exhibition.” While
appreciating his earlier international experiences in the year, Chukwuma noted that the
Beirut show gave him “really great opportunity for cultural exchange and especially
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Adewale, who is well known for his painting in Lagos, ventured into the avant-garde in
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Elated that the exhibition focused on Africa, Adewale argued that artists from Nigeria
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The opening day of the exhibition, he recalled, “had over 1000 visitors.”
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be showing together.

For Adewale, such arrangement was “very interesting. “Initially, all of us did not know
we were going to show together. Yes, each artist knew he would be showing in Beirut,
but had no idea with whom until later during the preparation.”

The artist’s combination of the avant-garde and traditional forms within the context of
contemporaneity is noted by the gallery in what has been described as “profusion of rich
texture and often uncommon sculptural finish.”

The show organiser explained how the artist “incorporates elements of minimalism and
abstraction to create an artwork that is distinctly current.” Adewale, the gallery
statement added has applied his practice to “explore urban issues as well as painting the
sorrows and joys of African women.”
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Excerpts from the art host’s statement explained this much.“The beauty of African art
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can deliver various feelings and messages, however true appreciation can only arrive
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In Africa, art was seldom used for decorative purposes, but rather to give life to the
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values, emotions and daily customs of the various ethnic groups throughout the
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continent. The result has always been a fascinating art form that speaks to the viewer of
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“Their artworks convey diverse global subjects such as urbanism, migration, culture,
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identity and women, in a unique African spirit, rich in composition, colour, texture,
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material and expression.”
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